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1- Curriculum Vitae

Address : 204 rue Mathieu de Lexhy, 4460 Grâce-Hollogne
Born on January 22nd, 1976 in Montegnée, Belgium
Children : Héloïse and Adèle Dufour
Studies
Primary School : St Sépulcre (Liège) from 1982 to 1988
Secondary School : St Louis (Waremme) from 1988 to 1995
High School :
− IESSL Liège (Bachelor Marketing) from 1995 to 1998
− IEPSCF Waremme (Bachelor Programmer/Analyst) from 1998 to 2001
Career
From 2000 to 2002 : IT Consultant for Arianne II (Developer)
From 2002 to 2005 : IT Consultant for Sword Technologies (Developer)
From 2005 until now : IT Consultant for Cronos International (Developer, Project
Leader, Release Manager)
Main Client : European Commission (DGT, DG RTD, DG TAXUD and DG CONNECT)
Sport
From 1983 to 1991 : Outdoor Soccer (Various Clubs)
From 1992 to 1995 : Basketball (College Club)
From 1995 until now : Vovinam Viet Vo Dao
From 2008 until now : Indoor Soccer
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2- Vovinam Viet Vo Dao Grading Examinations

10/1994

05/1995: Grade given by Jerry Devos in Awans (Belgium)

10/1995: Grade given by Jerry Devos in Awans (Belgium)

12/1999: Grade given by Lauria Olivier in Awans (Belgium)

09/2005: Grade given by Lauria Olivier in Awans (Belgium)

(Vietnam)

05/2006: Grade given by Master Nguyen Van Chieu in Ho-Chi-Minh-Ville

10/2008: Grade Given by Master Michele Garofalo in Liège (Belgium)

12/2010: Grade given by Master Nguyen Van Chieu in Puerto De La Cruz
(Spain)
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3 - Vovinam Personal History
From 1994 to 2003
− I started to practice Vovinam in Awans in 1994. Jerry Devos (a close friend)
decided to open his own club and I decided to give it a try.
− At that time Vovinam was almost unknown, and then the best way to make it
more famous was to make some Vovinam shows at every possible event.
− We also began to attended various championship, one each year. At that time
there was few technical competition and then there was only fight. I was awarded
by 2 silver medal (1997 and 1999) in category 75Kg +.

Belgian Championship in Bruxelles 1997
− From 1999 to 2001, I follow evening courses (Programmer/Analyst) and it was
difficult for me to come to practice Vovinam as the courses were at the same time.
But I continue to come whenever it was possible.
− From 2001 to 2003, the club of Awans had some problems, one instructor
decides to stop Vovinam and we had no news from the other clubs. That's why
Olivier Lauria contact Le Huu Dai (who was a bit in the same situation) and tried
to make news contacts.
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Awans 1998

Belgian Championship in Awans 1999
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2004
− The union with the club of Le Huu Dai allowed us to evolve and to correct some
techniques.
− We came to Puerto De La Cruz on the advice of Master Patrick Levet to see the
European Vovinam Championship. We also participated to the training given by
Master Nguyen Van Chieu (Vat, Moc Ban, Nhu Qui Cong Quyen, Con, Bua).

Puerto De La Cruz 2004
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2005
− I came to Vietnam with Olivier Lauria and Le Huu Dai to train and to see the
World Championship. We needed to update our program that was far from the
official one. And then we train every day during 3 weeks in disctrict 8 of Ho-ChiMinh-City or in Master Nguyen Van Vang vo duong.

Vietnam 2005
− We came to train in Stuttgart, it was organised by Master Rainer Klamser. We
learned some new techniques (Con with Master Nam and Phan Don with Master
George).
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2006

− In May 2006, I came back to Vietnam with the hope to get my Yellow Belt in an
official examination. As in 2005 in Vietnam, I trained every day (To Duong,
District 8, etc.) and at the end of the stay, I was able to obtain my Yellow Belt.

Vietnam 2006
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− It's also in 2006 that Belgium organised its first Vovinam European
Championship. As I was injured, I could not participate to this event.
Nevertheless, I helped as a referee and with the general organisation.

Belgian Championship 2006
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2007
− I participated in a training given by Master Patrick Levet in Belgium (Tu Tuong
Con Phap, Self Defenses).
− I participated in my 1st European Vovinam Championship in Switzerland in Fight
90 kg + and was awarded a silver medal.

2008
− I participated in a training (Song Luyen Ma Tau) given by the Vietnam Vovinam
National Team led by Master Nguyen Van Chieu in Noisiel (France).

Noisiel 2008
− During this year I also get my 2nd Dang. The examination take place in Liège with
the following Masters (Michele Garofalo, Vittorio Cera, Claudio Zilio, Alessio
Champier).
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2009
− I joined the AVVBF (Association de Vovinam Viet Vo Dao Belge Francophone) as a
board member to help promote Vovinam, in organising Championship and
training.
− I led the Belgium Team as a coach in an International Cup in Munchen organised
by Master Nam.

Munchen 2009
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2010
− I participated in the 1st European Vovinam Meeting in Paris for the creation of the
EVVF.

EVVF Meeting Paris 2010
− The AVVBF organise its first Belgian Championship and it was a complete
success. I participate in Kiem Phap and Song Luyen Dao. I also help as a referee.

Belgian Championship 2010
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− The Belgian team participated in the European Championship in Puerto De La
Cruz (Spain). I take part in fights (90 kg +) and to a seminar given by Master
Nguyen van Chieu (Vat, Hac Quyen). I also get my 2nd Dang during the week.

EVVF Championship and Grade Examination – Puerto De La Cruz 2010
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2011
− The Belgian team participated in an International Seminar in Munchen organised
by Master Nam. It was a technical training (Moc ban, Fight, etc.) and a referee
seminar given by Master Vittorio Cera and Master Gabriel Ionut Nechita.
− The AVVBF organized its 2nd Vovinam Championship. I helped as a referee.
Several masters from Italy, Germany and Switzerland came to help us judging the
techniques. They also give training the day after (Lao Mai Quyen, Viet vo Dao
Quyen, etc.).

Seminar Belgium 2011
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2012
− The AVVBF board members came to Italy (Milano) for a Referee Seminar to
prepare the following European Championship.
− I participated in the European Vovinam Championship in 2012 (Tu Tuong Con
Phap) and I helped as a corner referee for the fights.

EVVF Championship – Italy 2012

− The AVVBF organized its 3nd Vovinam Championship. I participated (Kiem Phap,
Tu Tuong Con Phap, Song Luyen Ba) and helped as a referee. There was also
training with Master Michele Garofalo, Master Vittorio Cera and Master Tân
Rousset (Vât, Kiem, etc.).
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2013
− The AVVBF organised its first Junior Championship. It was a great success with a
lot of participants for the techniques and the fights. For the fights, we adapted the
WVVF rules for children. It was mandatory for them to wear the grid on their
helmet and for the younger of them (- 14 years old) it was light contact.
− I came with the Belgian team at the World Vovinam Championship that took
place in Paris. I helped as a corner referee for the fights.

World Championship 2013 - Paris
− I joined Luciano Montecchi who created the Vovinam Mobile Team to help
instructors and clubs to prepare a Championship, a grade examination or simply
when the instructor is not able to come.
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4 – Future Vovinam Projects
− In the future, I would like to open my own club. Since now, I was blocked by
professional duties, working far from where I live, leaving me little free time to
devote myself fully to the responsibilities and the management of a club. It should
change soon as I have new professional opportunities that should give more free
time that I will use only for Vovinam.
− I would like to continue to be a referee in national and international
competitions. I already translated the fight rules and all the templates of the
technical scoring sheets of the EVVF in French to help our referees and students
to understand what is important in competition from the rules point of view.
Before going in competition, it's important to know the rules, that's why the
AVVBF always organised some sessions of referee training before the
Championships, to train the referees themselves and to teach to the competitors
how it works. I hope to still be part of the referee team for the next international
Championships.
− Getting involved in Championship organisation is also very important for me. The
competitions are important because it's a real chance for the Vo Sinh to evolve
and to know their own level compared to the others. It's a real test and it keeps
them motivated to reach higher level. To compete in national Championships is a
an asset before going in international competitions. The AVVBF will continue to
organise national Championships and I will continue to help in the general
organisation.
− Most importantly, I will continue to train myself to learn new techniques and to
perfect the ones I already know in order to be able to teach correctly and to share
my passion. I will continue to organise special seminars to show to the Vo Sinh
how rich and different the Vovinam is compare to other martial sports.
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